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Zebraﬁshontains distinct classes of cells that form at precise dorsal–ventral locations and
express speciﬁc combinations of transcription factors. In amniotes, V2 cells develop in the ventral spinal cord,
just dorsal to motoneurons. All V2 cells develop from the same progenitor domain and hence are initially
molecularly identical. However, as they start to become post-mitotic and differentiate they subdivide into
two intermingled molecularly-distinct subpopulations of cells, V2a and V2b cells. Here we show that the
molecular identities of V2a and V2b cells are conserved between zebraﬁsh and amniotes. In zebraﬁsh, these
two cell types both develop into interneurons with very similar morphologies, but while V2a cells become
excitatory Circumferential Descending (CiD) interneurons, V2b cells become inhibitory Ventral Lateral
Descending (VeLD) interneurons. In addition, we demonstrate that Notch signalling is required for V2 cells to
develop into V2b cells. In the absence of Notch signalling, all V2b cells develop as V2a cells.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
The spinal cord is a crucial part of the vertebrate central nervous
system as its neuronal circuitry controls movements and receives
sensory inputs from the trunk and limbs. Within the developing spinal
cords of embryonic chicks and mice, several different classes of post-
mitotic cells form at distinct dorsal-ventral positions (reviewed in Lewis,
2006). Each of these populations of cells develops froma speciﬁc dorsal–
ventral progenitor domain (p0–p3, pMNordI1–dI6) in themedial region
of the spinal cord. As cells in these progenitor domains exit the cell cycle
and become post-mitotic, they move towards the lateral edges of the
spinal cord and express a particular, often unique, combination of
transcription factors. These transcription factors then specify at least
some of the neuronal characteristics that these cells acquire as they
differentiate into functional neurons (reviewed in Lewis, 2006).l rights reserved.So far, all of the evidence suggests that mechanisms of spinal cord
patterning and resulting neuronal circuitry are highly conserved in
vertebrates (e.g. Goulding and Pfaff, 2005; Lewis, 2006). In particular,
comparisons among zebraﬁsh, Xenopus and mouse suggest that the
bony ﬁsh ancestor may have had a basic form of spinal cord circuitry,
where distinct classes of neurons with particular functions were
speciﬁed in the embryo by different transcription factors (Goulding
and Pfaff, 2005; Higashijima et al., 2004b; Lewis, 2006; Li et al., 2004;
Roberts, 2000). However, this model is currently based on the
functional and genetic homology in different vertebrates of a single
population of spinal interneurons, V1 cells (CiAs in zebraﬁsh) and it is
still unclear whether other types of interneurons are as highly
conserved between mammalian and simpler anamniote spinal cords.
In amniotes at least, V2 cells are unusual, in that as they move
laterally from the p2 progenitor domain and become post-mitotic they
subdivide into two molecularly-distinct subpopulations: Chx10-
expressing V2a and Gata3-expressing V2b cells (Karunaratne et al.,
2002; Li et al., 2005; Muroyama et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2002). These
cell types are, at least initially, intermingled in a “salt and pepper”
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speciﬁed by Notch signalling mediated lateral inhibition (e.g. Bray,
1998; Lewis, 1998).
Previous work has already identiﬁed chx10-expressing V2a cells in
zebraﬁsh (Kimura et al., 2006) and in this study we conﬁrm that gata-
expressing V2b cells also form in zebraﬁsh. In addition, we
demonstrate that Notch signalling is required for V2 cells to develop
into these two different subpopulations: in the absence of Notch
signalling, V2b cells are lost and excess V2a cells form. This result is
consistent with recent mouse data that was published while we were
conducting this study (Del Barrio et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2007),
suggesting that this Notch-mediated mechanism of distinguishing
V2a and V2b cells is highly conserved in vertebrate spinal cords.
In order to understand how the spinal cord develops functional
neuronal circuitry, we not only need to understand how molecularly-
distinct cell populations are speciﬁed in the embryonic spinal cord but
we also need to determine which functionally-identiﬁed classes of
interneurons these cells develop into. Therefore, we also analysed the
morphology and neurotransmitter phenotypes of V2 cells.
In zebraﬁsh, V2a cells develop into excitatory Circumferential
Descending (CiD) interneurons (Kimura et al., 2006). Here, we show
that zebraﬁsh V2b cells develop into Ventral Lateral Descending
(VeLD) interneurons. These interneurons have an ipsilateral descend-
ing axonal trajectory that is similar to CiDs, but in contrast to CiDs,
VeLDs are inhibitory. Excitingly, very recent data has shown that at
least some V2 interneurons in mammals can also develop into both
inhibitory and excitatory ipsilateral descending interneurons (Al-
Mosawie et al., 2007; Lundfald et al., 2007), further conﬁrming the
functional and genetic homologies between the simpler zebraﬁsh and
more complex mammalian spinal cords.
Materials and methods
Zebraﬁsh lines
Zebraﬁsh (Danio rerio) embryos were obtained from natural
spawnings of wild-type adults (AB, TL, or AB/TL hybrids) or identiﬁed
carriers heterozygous for mindbombta52b (previously called white tail;
Jiang et al.,1996); Tg(chx10:Kaede) (Kimura et al., 2006) or Tg(8.1kGata1:
eGFP) (Kobayashi et al., 2001). In Tg(8.1kGata1:eGFP) embryos GFP
expression is driven by a gata1 promoter. As there is no endogenous
expression of gata1 in the spinal cord, this construct has probably acted
as an enhancer trap in this transgenic line, or it may be missing spinal
cord repressor elements. Fish were maintained on a 14 h light/10 h dark
cycle at 28.5 °C and embryos staged according to Kimmel et al. (1995) by
number of somites, or hours post-fertilisation at 28.5 °C (h). mindbomb
mutant embryoswere identiﬁedbydistinct geneexpressionphenotypes
found at the appropriate frequency (∼25% of embryos from a
heterozygous cross). In all cases, n=number of mutants.
In situ hybridisation and immunohistochemistry
Embryos were ﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde and in situ hybridisa-
tionwas performed as previously described in Concordet et al. (1996).
For double in situ hybridisation, both RNA probes were hybridised
simultaneously. Embryos were then treated with Signal Enhancer
(Invitrogen) before antibody incubation. Antibody incubation and
stainingwere then performed sequentially and the HRP antibody from
the ﬁrst antibody incubation and staining was inactivated before
starting the second antibody incubation, by treating the embryos for
30 min with 3% hydrogen peroxidase in PBT. Primary antibodies were
Mouse anti-Dig (1/5000, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove PA)
and Rabbit anti-Flu (1/2500, Roche). These were detected with
Invitrogen Tyramide kits #12 (Alexa Fluor 488) and #5 (Alexa Fluor
594). Tyramide kits contain either anti-Mouse-HRP or anti-Rabbit-
HRP antibodies plus Tyramide reagents. HRP conjugated antibodieswere used at a concentration of 1/200 followed by Tyramide reagents
at a concentration of 1/100.
For immunohistochemistry in situhybridisationﬂuorescent doubles,
GFP was detected with Rabbit anti-GFP (1/1000) and Goat anti-Rabbit
Alexa Fluor 488 (1/1000) from Molecular Probes. Kaede was detected
with Rabbit anti-Kaede (1/3000) from MBL International Corporation
and Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1/1000) from Molecular Probes.
RNA was detected with Invitrogen Tyramide kit #5 as above.
To determine neurotransmitter phenotypes, we used in situ
hybridisation for genes that encode proteins that transport or
synthesize speciﬁc neurotransmitters. glyt2a and glyt2b (glycinergic
markers) encode for glycine transporters necessary for glycine
reuptake and transport across the plasma membrane; gad65, gad67a
and gad67b (GABAergic markers) encode for glutamic acid decarbox-
ylase, necessary for the synthesis of GABA from glutamate and
vglut2.1, vglut 2.2a and vglut 2.2b (glutamatergic markers) encode
proteins responsible for transporting glutamate to the synapse. In all
cases, a mix of equal concentrations of the relevant probes was used
(Higashijima et al., 2004a,c).
Other in situhybridisationprobeswere preparedusing the following
templates: gata2 (Read et al., 1998); gata3 (Neave et al., 1995); irx3a
(previously called iro3, irx3 and Ziro3; Lewis et al., 2005; Tan et al.,
1999); islet1, islet2 and lhx3 (Appel et al., 1995); olig2 (Park et al., 2002);
scl (Peng et al., 2007); vsx1 (Passini et al., 1998). chx10 (also called vsx2
and previously called alx1) is a 1 kb PCR product of the coding region,
kindly provided by Drs. Bonner and Dorsky at the University of Utah.
eng1b is a 1.3KB PCR product encompassing the ORF, kindly provided
by Drs. Kikuchi and Westerﬁeld at the University of Oregon.
Photographs were taken using a Zeiss Axio Imager M1 microscope
(DIC images) or a Leica TS SP2 confocal microscope (ﬂuorescent
images) and processed using Adobe Photoshop CS. All of the
ﬂuorescent images except for Figs. 3I–K, 4E and 5J–L are projections
of multiple optical sections which were made with ImageJ software
(Abramoff et al., 2004).
Cell counts and row numbers
In all cases, cell counts are for both sides of a 5-somite length of
spinal cord adjacent to somites 6–10. All results are an average of 5
different embryos. Error bars show standard deviations. Cell row
numbers are assigned ventral to dorsal (e.g. cells directly above the
notochord are in row 1, see Fig. 1X).
Results
Zebraﬁsh V2 cells express chx10, vsx1, gata2, gata3, scl and lhx3
In amniote spinal cord, V2 cells express Lhx3, Chx10 (also called
Vsx2), Gata2, Gata3 and SCL transcription factors (Del Barrio et al.,
2007; Karunaratne et al., 2002; Muroyama et al., 2005; Peng et al.,
2007; Smith et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2000). Lhx3 and Gata2 are ﬁrst
expressed while V2 cells are still in the p2 progenitor domain and
these transcription factors are probably initially expressed by all V2
cells (Peng et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2000). The separation of V2 cells
into V2a and V2b cells, ﬁrst becomes apparent as Lhx3 expression is
downregulated in V2b cells and Gata2 is downregulated in V2a cells.
At this stage SCL also starts to be expressed in V2b cells, followed
slightly later by Gata3 and Chx10 starts to be expressed in V2a cells
(Muroyama et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2002).
We used in situ hybridisation in wild-type embryos to determine
whether the zebraﬁsh spinal cord also contains V2a and V2b cells. Our
results show that the spatial and temporal expression patterns of lhx3,
chx10 (vsx2), gata2, gata3, scl (also called tal1) and vsx1 (a homologue
of chx10) are all consistent with these genes being expressed by V2 cells
(Fig. 1; see also Appel et al., 1995; Kimura et al., 2006; Neave et al., 1995;
Passini et al., 1998; Peng et al., 2007). By 24 h, all of these genes are
Fig. 1. Expression of V2 transcription factors inwild-type embryos. (A–R and X) Lateral views of the spinal cord and underlying notochord inwild-type embryos at 16 somites (17 h), 18 somites (18 h) and 24 h. Anterior is left, dorsal is up. Scale
bar=50 μm (A–R). (A–F) chx10 and vsx1 are expressed in the V2 domain (rows 3–5 depending on stage). (G–R) lhx3, scl, gata3 and gata2 are expressed both in the V2 domain and more ventral spinal cells. At 16 somites, vsx1 (D) and lhx3 (P) are
already expressed in the V2 domain, but gata2 (G), gata3 (J), scl (M) and chx10 (A) are not. By 18 somites gata2 (H) and scl (N) are also expressed in the V2 domain. (S–W) number of cells in rows 1–5 expressing particular genes at 16 s (blue
bars), 18 s (red bars) and 24 h (yellow bars). None of these genes were expressed in cells dorsal to row 5. All cell counts are from a 5 somite length of spinal cord adjacent to somites 6–10. Values shown are the mean from 5 different embryos.
Error bars indicate standard deviations. Panel X shows a magniﬁed view of the white dotted box in panel L demonstrating how cell rows were counted. For each positive cell, the number of cells between it and the notochord were counted to
determine which row it was in. Cell row numbers were counted ventral to dorsal (e.g. cells directly above the notochord are in row 1). Example row numbers are illustrated for the column of cells on the left of the picture. Panel Y shows a
schematic representation of when genes are expressed in the V2 domain (red: gene not expressed at that time point in the V2 domain, green: gene expressed at that time point in the V2 domain).
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Fig. 2. Expression of transcription factors in the V2 domain. Lateral views of double in situ hybridisation inwild-type trunks at 24 h. islet1 and islet2 (probes mixed) are shown ed (A–C); eng1b is shown in green (D) and red (E and F); chx10 is
shown in green (A, H, I, L and O) and red (D); vsx1 is shown in green (B, E, J, M and P); gata3 is shown in green (C, F, K, N and Q); nkx6.1, iro3 and olig2 are all shown in red (H–Q). el H shows expression in the anterior of the embryo and panel I
shows expression in the posterior of the embryo. Scale bar=50 μm. (G) Graph showing the number of cells in rows 1–5 at 24 h expressing V2 markers gata3, chx10 or vsx1 or V arker eng1b. None of these genes are expressed dorsal to row 5
at this stage. All cell counts are from a 5 somite length of spinal cord adjacent to somites 6–10. Values shown are themean from 5 different embryos. Error bars indicate standa eviations. (R) Schematic showing the dorsal–ventral location of
different ventral post-mitotic interneuron domains (V0–V3), the motoneuron domain (MN) and transcription factors that demarcate the p2 progenitor domain.
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267M.F. Batista et al. / Developmental Biology 322 (2008) 263–275expressed by cells in rows 3–4, with occasional cells in row 5 (Figs. 1A–
W; for an explanation of how row numbers are assigned see Materials
and methods and Fig. 1X; for cell counts see Supplementary Data Table
1). Of these genes, chx10 and vsx1 are expressed only in the putative V2
domain,whereas all of theother genes are also expressed in apopulation
of more ventral spinal cells (lhx3 is already known to be expressed by
motoneurons (Appel et al.,1995); gata2, gata3 and scl are also expressed
bya population of cells in rows 1 and 2— these cells can bedistinguished
morphologically from V2 cells as discussed later in this paper).
To further conﬁrm that these genes are indeed expressed in the V2
domain, we compared the expression of gata3, vsx1 and chx10 to that of
motoneuron markers (islet1 and islet2) and a V1 marker (eng1b) using
double in situ hybridisation in 24 h embryos (Figs. 2A–G). Our results
demonstrate that cells expressing gata3, vsx1 and chx10 do not co-
express islet1, islet2 or eng1b. Instead vsx1- and chx10-expressing cells
and the more dorsal population of gata3-expressing cells are located
dorsal tomotoneurons (Figs. 2A–C). In addition,many, though not all, of
these cells are located ventral to V1 cells (which develop into CiAs in
zebraﬁsh) (Figs. 2D–G). As the dorsal–ventral distinction between
putativeV2 cells andV1 cellswasnot as clear as the distinction between
putative V2 cells and motoneurons, we counted the number of cells in
each row that expressed vsx1, chx10, gata3 or eng1b at 24 h (Fig. 2G).
These results clearly show thatwhile some putative V2 cells are located
at the same dorsal-ventral level as V1 cells at this stage, most putative
V2 cells are located ventral to the V1 domain (in row 3 rather than rows
4 and 5). As some early-forming V2a cells migrate dorsally soon afterFig. 3. Zebraﬁsh spinal cord contains both V2a and V2b cells. Lateral views of wild-type trunk
and H), and chx10 (G) expression in red and chx10 (C and D), gata3 (B and H), vsx1 (E and F), sc
is left, dorsal is up. Scale bar=50 μm. panel I shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of th
dashed white box in panel B. Panel K shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of the das
channel and then the single red channel. Cell outlines are traced in white. In all cases, starsthey form (Kimura et al., 2006), it is likely that the putative V2 cells that
are found in row 5, and possibly those in row 4, initially formed more
ventrally and then migrated into the V1 domain.
In amniotes, V2 cells differentiate from the p2 progenitor domain.
This domain expresses Irx3 andNkx6.1 but it does not expressOlig2 (Fig.
2R; Briscoe et al., 2000; Mizuguchi et al., 2001; Novitch et al., 2001).
Consistent with this, at 24 h we ﬁnd that the vast majority of vsx1- and
chx10-expressing cells and more dorsal gata3-expressing cells co-
express irx3a (previously called iro3 and irx3) and nkx6.1, but do not
co-express olig2 (Figs. 2H–Q). There are a small number of cells
expressing vsx1, chx10 or gata3 that are slightly dorsal to the nkx6.1
expression domain, particularly in the anterior of the embryo where
cells are developmentally older (e.g. Fig. 2H and cf. Fig. 2I). These are
likely to be the early-forming V2 cells that migrate dorsally soon after
they are speciﬁed. Consistentwith this prediction, at least some of these
cells still co-express nkx6.1 (Figs. 2H–K; see also Kimura et al., 2006).
The temporal expression of these zebraﬁsh V2 genes is also broadly
consistent with what has been observed in amniotes. lhx3 is expressed
in the V2 domain before chx10 and gata3 (cf. Figs. 1P and Q to A and B
and J and K). Interestingly, gata3 is expressed before gata2 in the
population of cells located ventral to V2 cells (rows 1 and 2) but gata2
is, as in amniotes, expressed slightly before gata3 in the V2 domain
(rows 3 and 4; Figs. 1H, K, U and V). However, vsx1 is expressed in the
V2 domain before chx10, gata2 or gata3 (vsx1-expressing spinal cord
cells can be seen as early as 14 somites; data not shown; Figs.1D and T)
suggesting that vsx1 is either expressed very early in the speciﬁcations at 24 h. Double in situ hybridisation showing gata3 (A, D and E), gata2 (B and C), lhx3 (F
l (A) and lhx3 (G) in green. Single channel views andmerged images are shown. Anterior
e dashed white box in panel A. Panel J shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of the
hed white box in panel G. Merged images are on the left, followed by the single green
in merged images indicate double-labelled cells.
Fig. 4. vsx1 and chx10 are co-expressed by subsets of vsx1- and chx10-expressing cells.
Lateral views of the spinal cord in wild-type trunks at (A) 18 h (18 somites), (B) 21 h, (C)
24 h and (D) 27 h. Double in situ hybridisations showing chx10 expression in green and
vsx1 expression in red. Single channel views and merged images are shown. Anterior is
left, dorsal is up. Scale bar=50 μm (A–D). Double-labelled cells are indicated with stars.
Panel E shows single focal planes of a higher magniﬁcation view of the white dashed
square in panel A. Merged image is on the left, followed by the single green channel and
then the single red channel. Cell outlines are traced in white. The 2 cells on the left only
express chx10; the 2 cells on the right express both chx10 and vsx1. Panel F shows the
percentage of vsx1-expressing cells that co-express chx10 at different stages. Cell counts
are from a 5 somite length of spinal cord adjacent to somites 6–10. Values shown are the
mean from 5 different embryos. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Panel G shows
a vsx1-expressing cell with a clear CiD morphology in a 24 h Tg(chx10:Kaede) embryo.
Single channel views and a merged image are shown. vsx1-expression is red. Kaede-
positive cells are green. Star indicates cell body and arrows indicate the associated axon.
268 M.F. Batista et al. / Developmental Biology 322 (2008) 263–275of V2 cells or that it is also expressed by an earlier forming subset of V2
cells. For all of these genes, expression within the V2 domain is ﬁrst
seen in row 3 and then it extends into row 4. By 24 h, a small number
of cells in row 5 also express gata2, gata3 or chx10 (Figs. 1S–W). While
this could reﬂect an expansion of the domain in which V2 cells are
speciﬁed, as discussed above, it is more likely that the most dorsal
cells have migrated to this location, as has already been described for
V2a cells (Kimura et al., 2006).
V2 cells are subdivided into at least two subpopulations in zebraﬁsh
To determine whether zebraﬁsh V2 cells are subdivided into V2a
and V2b cells, as they are in amniotes, we performed double in situ
hybridisation of different combinations of V2 genes in 24 h wild-type
embryos. Consistent with amniote data, our results show that while
gata3- and chx10-expressing cells are intermingled in the V2 spinal
cord domain, cells that express chx10 do not express gata3 or gata2
and vice versa (Figs. 3C and D). However many cells in the V2 domain
co-express gata2, gata3 and scl (Figs. 3A, B, I and J). In addition, cell
counts reveal that approximately the same number of V2 cells express
gata3 as express chx10 (Supplementary Data Table 1), suggesting that
V2a and V2b cells form in roughly equal numbers.
Interestingly, even though chx10 and vsx1 are homologous genes
whichmight, therefore, be expected to have related regulatory regions,
whenwe compare chx10 and vsx1 expression in the same embryos we
observe that, regardless of the stage examined, only a subset of vsx1-
expressing cells co-express chx10 and vice versa (at 18, 21, 24 and 27 h
25–30% of vsx1-expressing cells co-express chx10; Fig. 4). However,
there is no overlap between gata3 and vsx1 expression (Fig. 3E),
conﬁrming that vsx1 is not expressed by V2b cells and suggesting that
all of the vsx1-expressing cells are instead V2a cells. Consistent with
this, at least a majority of vsx1-expressing cells co-express lhx3 (Fig.
3F), as domost chx10-expressing cells (Figs. 3G and K). In contrast, only
a very small number of gata3-expressing cells in the V2 domain co-
express lhx3 and these are all in the posterior of the embryo, suggesting
that these are cells that have just started to differentiate and have not
yet downregulated lhx3 (Fig. 3H; see also Fig. 9).
V2a and V2b cells develop into excitatory and inhibitory interneurons
respectively
chx10-expressing V2a cells have already been shown to be excitatory
glutamatergic interneurons (Kimura et al., 2006). To further investigate
whether vsx1-expressing cells are indeed V2a cells we performed
double in situ hybridisation for vsx1 and neurotransmitter markers. At
24 h, we found that the vast majority of vsx1-expressing cells that co-
expressed a neurotransmitter marker were glutamatergic (Figs. 5G–I
and 6), consistent with our hypothesis that they are V2a cells.
To determine the neurotransmitter phenotype of V2b cells, we
performed double in situ hybridisation at 24 h for either gata2 or
gata3 and markers speciﬁc to excitatory (glutamatergic) or inhibitory
(glycinergic or GABAergic) cells (see Materials and methods). In
contrast to our results for vsx1, we found that the vast majority of V2b
cells are GABAergic (Figs. 5A–F and 6).
At least some vsx1-expressing cells develop into CiDs
Our double in situ hybridisation experiments suggest that vsx1-
expressing cells are V2a cells (they co-express lhx3 but not gata3, gata2 or
scl and the vast majority are glutamatergic). Unfortunately, there is no
vsx1 transgenic line currently available. However, as a subset of vsx1-
expressing cells co-express chx10we performed double staining for vsx1
and Kaede in Tg(chx10:Kaede) embryos at 24 h (Kimura et al., 2006).
chx10-expressing cells have already been identiﬁed as CiDs (Kimura et al.,
2006). Consistent with this, all of the vsx1-expressing cells that co-
expressed Kaede had a CiD morphology (Fig. 4G).gata/scl-expressing cells develop into VeLDs (V2b cells) and KAs (more
ventral cells)
To determine the morphology of V2b interneurons we used a
transgenic GFP line Tg(8.1kGata1:eGFP) (Kobayashi et al., 2001) that
appeared to recapitulate endogenous gata3 expression (for further
information see Materials and methods). To verify that this GFP line
Fig. 5. V2b cells are inhibitory and V2a cells are excitatory. Lateral views of the spinal cord inwild-type trunks at 24 h. Double in situ hybridisationmerged images showing GABAergic
markers (A, D and G), glycinergic markers (B, E and H) and glutamatergic markers (C, F, and I) in red, and gata2 (A–C), gata3 (D–F) and vsx1 (G–I) in green. Anterior is left, dorsal is up.
Scale bar=50 μm. Panel J shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of the dashed white box in panel D. Panel K shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of the dashed white box
in panel E. Panel L shows a single focal plane magniﬁed image of the dashed white box in panel F. In these higher magniﬁcation views, merged images are on the left, followed by the
single green channel and then the single red channel. In all merged images, double-labelled cells in the V2 domain are indicated with stars. V2 cells not expressing a particular
neurotransmitter (single-labelled green cells) are indicated with crosses. For quantiﬁcation of these results see Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Percentage of gata2-, gata3- and vsx1-expressing V2 cells that have speciﬁc
neurotransmitter phenotypes. Percentage of gata2-, gata3- and vsx1-expressing V2
cells that are glycinergic, GABAergic or Glutamatergic at 24 h. Single and double-
labelled cells were counted in a 5-somite length of zebraﬁsh spinal cord adjacent to
somites 6 to 10. All numbers are the mean from 5 embryos. Error bars denote the
standard deviation. No vsx1-expressing cells were GABAergic. No gata3-expressing cells
were glutamatergic. It is likely that some gata2- and gata3-expressing cells co-express
both inhibitory neurotransmitters (GABA and glycine).
269M.F. Batista et al. / Developmental Biology 322 (2008) 263–275does indeed label gata3-expressing spinal cord cells we performed an
in situ hybridisation for gata3 followed by an immunohistochemistry
for GFP at 24 h and conﬁrmed that all of the GFP-expressing cells also
expressed gata3 (Figs. 7A and C). To further conﬁrm that the
transgenic line labels V2b cells, we also demonstrated that all of the
GFP-expressing cells in these embryos co-express scl (Figs. 7B and D).
As we would predict from the expression of gata3 and scl, the Tg
(8.1kGata1:eGFP) line labels two distinct populations of cells at
different dorsal–ventral positions in the spinal cord (Figs. 7A–G).
However, GFP-expressing V2 cells can be distinguished by their more
dorsal position and their distinct morphology. We found that GFP-
positive V2b cells have an ipsilateral descending axonal trajectory that
is consistentwith earlier descriptions of VeLD interneurons (GABAergic
interneurons with an ipsilateral, descending axonal trajectory that
remains at a ventral level in the spinal cord; Figs. 7A, B and F; Bernhardt
et al., 1990, 1992). Until this point, VeLDs have only been described by
their morphology and GABAergic phenotype. However, our data now
identiﬁes VeLDs as V2b cells that express gata3, scl and gata2.
Analysis of the Tg(8.1kGata1:eGFP) line also enabled us to identify
the more ventral population of gata3/scl-expressing cells. At 24 h,
these ventral cells have a very characteristic ipsilateral ascending axon
trajectory, which in combination with their GABAergic phenotype
identiﬁes them as KAs (Figs. 7C, D and G; Bernhardt et al., 1992).
Interestingly, although all GFP-positive cells in Tg(8.1kGata1:eGFP)
embryos are GABAergic, we did observe occasional GABAergic cells in
row 1 or 2 that were not expressing GFP (only 94.68%+/−1.67% of the
GABAergic cells in rows 1 and 2 were GFP-positive). This might
suggest that a very small subset of KAs do not express gata3 and scl, or
that these GFP-negative cells have already downregulated (or have not
yet activated) their GFP expression.
V2a and V2b cells are distinguished by Notch signalling
The “salt and pepper” intermingling of V2a and V2b cell fates is
reminiscent of other binary cell fate decisions that are mediated byNotch lateral inhibition (e.g. Bray, 1998; Lewis, 1998). Therefore, we
were interested in determining whether Notch signalling is required
to specify either V2a or V2b fates. To address this question, we
examined the expression of V2 markers in mind bomb (mib) mutants,
which lack Notch signalling (Itoh et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 1996; Park
and Appel, 2003; Schier et al., 1996a).
Notch signalling is known to play a major role in regulating the
balance of proliferating progenitors and post-mitotic neurons in the
zebraﬁsh spinal cord. The mib locus encodes a ubiquitin ligase that is
required for efﬁcient Notch signalling, and in mib mutants the vast
Fig. 7. Zebraﬁsh V2b cells are VeLDs and ventral gata/scl-expressing cells are KAs. Lateral
views of the spinal cord of Tg(8.1kGata1:eGFP) embryos (Kobayashi et al., 2001) at 24–25h.
Immunohistochemistry for GFP (green) and in situ hybridisation for gata3 (red; A and C),
scl (red; B and D) or GABAergic markers (red; E–G). Single channel views and merged
images are shown for panels A–D. Panels A and B are projections of multiple optical
sections at the focal levels atwhichV2cells/VeLDs are found. Panels C andDare projections
of multiple optical sections at the focal levels at which KA cells are found. Merged images
are on top followed by green channel and then red channel images. Panels E–G are
projectionsofmultipleoptical sections that include the focal levels atwhichV2 cells/VeLDs
and KA cells are found. Panel F is a highermagniﬁcation view of the left handwhite dotted
box inpanel E indicating themorphology of 2 VeLDs and panel G is a highermagniﬁcation
view of the right handwhite dotted box in panel E indicating the morphology of a KA cell.
Example cell morphologies are indicated by a star in the cell soma and arrow heads
pointing to the axon trajectory of that cell. All of the GFP-positive cells express gata3, scl
and GABAergic markers. Anterior is left, dorsal is up. Scale bar=50 μm (A–E).
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developing neurons at the expense of later-forming neurons and glia
(Itoh et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 1996; Park and Appel, 2003; Schier et al.,
1996a). Therefore, we would expect to observe an expansion of the
total V2 cell population inmibmutants. If the V2a/V2b decision is also
regulated by Notch signalling, wewould additionally predict that only
one of these subpopulations of V2 cells would be expanded at the
expense of the other subpopulation.
Consistent with our hypothesis, at both 18–19 h and 24–26 h there
is a dramatic expansion of chx10 and vsx1 expression and a loss of scl
and gata3 expression in mib mutants (Figs. 8C–G; chx10 n=107; vsx1
n=109; gata3 n=113; scl n=55). These results suggest that Notch
signalling is necessary for V2b cell speciﬁcation and that in the
absence of Notch signalling all V2 cells develop as V2a cells.To further conﬁrm the loss of V2b cells in mib mutants we also
examined the expression of GABAergic markers (gad genes) in these
mib mutant embryos. Consistent with our previous results establish-
ing that V2b cells are GABAergic, there is a dramatic loss of GABAergic
cells in the V2 domain of mib mutants (Figs. 8D and H; n=18).
Our wild-type data and previous data from amniotes suggest that
lhx3 and gata2may be initially expressed by all V2 progenitor cells but
lhx3 expression is rapidly downregulated in differentiating V2b cells
and gata2 is rapidly downregulated in differentiating V2a cells.
Consistent with its expression in V2a cells, we observe an expansion
in the number of cells expressing lhx3 inmibmutants (Fig. 8K; n=57).
Similarly, in mib mutants at 18 h gata2 expression is expanded,
consistent with its initial expression by all V2 cells (Fig. 8A; n=33).
However, this expression is quickly lost (with the exception of
occasional ventral cells which are mainly in the KA domain),
presumably when all the V2 cells start to differentiate into V2a cells
(Fig. 8E). As the vertebrate spinal cord develops in a rostral–caudal
direction it is possible to see both of these contrasting phenotypes in
the same embryos. For example, in 20–22 h mib mutants the
expanded expression of gata2 is restricted to the posterior half of
the spinal cord (data not shown; n=25), and by 24 h it persists only in
the tail of the mutants (Fig. 8E; 24 h n=37; 28 h n=30).
Interestingly, double in situ hybridisation for vsx1 and chx10
suggests that many more cells co-express these genes inmib embryos
than in wild-type embryos (Fig. 8L; n=39). In 24 hmibmutants, many
cells in the rostral spinal cord (developmentally the oldest cells)
express chx10; many cells in the caudal spinal cord (developmentally
the youngest cells) express vsx1; and in the middle to rostral spinal
cord, there is considerable overlap of vsx1 and chx10 expression. This
is consistent with the idea that vsx1 and chx10 are expressed by at
least a subset of the same V2a cells in wild-type embryos.
Discussion
Zebraﬁsh embryonic spinal cord contains V2a and V2b cells
Our results clearly demonstrate that both V2a and V2b cells are
found in zebraﬁsh embryonic spinal cord and that these cells express
the same transcription factors as they do in amniotes (Fig. 9). In this
paper, we show that cells expressing vsx1, chx10 and the more dorsal
population of cells expressing scl, gata2 and gata3 are located between
the motoneuron and V1 interneuron domains. In addition, these cells
co-express (at least at early stages of differentiation) transcription
factors that demarcate the p2 progenitor domain. We also show that
the V2b genes gata2, gata3 and scl are co-expressed by the same cells
and that V2a genes vsx1 and chx10 are co-expressed by some cells.
Furthermore, we show that gata3- and chx10-expressing cells are
intermingled in the V2 spinal cord domain. Nevertheless, the cells that
express chx10 do not express gata3 or gata2 and vice versa (Figs. 3C
and D). Finally, we determine that all V2 cells in zebraﬁsh develop into
interneurons with a similar morphology (they have ipsilateral
descending axons, although the exact trajectories of V2a and V2b
axons are slightly different) and that V2a cells are excitatory
(glutamatergic) whereas V2b cells are inhibitory (GABAergic).
One novel aspect of these results is our identiﬁcation of Vsx1 as
an additional V2a transcription factor. vsx1 is also expressed in the
spinal cord of Xenopus laevis in cells that probably correspond to V2
cells (D'Autilia et al., 2006). Vsx1 expression has also been observed
in the chick spinal cord (Chen and Cepko, 2000). Interestingly, in this
case, expression of Vsx1 (called Chx10-1 by Chen and Cepko) precedes
Chx10 expression in a similar manner to the zebraﬁsh spinal cord
(Chen and Cepko, 2000). In contrast, expression of Vsx1 in mammalian
spinal cord has not been reported (Chow et al., 2001; Hayashi et al.,
2000; Hayashi et al., 2005; Ohtoshi et al., 2001; Semina et al., 2000).
However, this may be because most studies in mammals have focused
on the role of Vsx1 in retinal development.
Fig. 8. V2a cells are expanded and V2b cells are lost inmind bombmutants. Lateral views of spinal cord gene expression inmibmutant trunks at 18 somites (18 h) (A–C) and 24 h (E–L).
(D) Wild-type embryo at 24 h. In panel L chx10 expression is shown in red and vsx1 in green. GAD is a marker of GABAergic cells (see Materials and methods). Anterior is left, dorsal is
up. Scale bar=50 μm. scl expression inmibmutants is slightly variable. Some embryos have very few remaining cells, as is shown for gata3 in panel F, but other embryos have slightly
more remaining ventral cells as shown in panel G.
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neurons
One notable difference between our results and those reported in
amniotes is that we also observe expression of gata2, gata3 and scl
(V2b transcription factors) in more ventral KA neurons (this report
and compare to Bernhardt et al., 1992; Karunaratne et al., 2002;
Muroyama et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2000). KA
(Kolmer–Agduhr) neurons are ciliated GABAergic neurons that
contact the central canal and have ipsilateral ascending axons (Dale
et al., 1987b; Roberts and Clarke, 1982). They were named Kolmer–
Agduhr neurons after W. Komer and E. Agdur, who described similar
cerebrospinal-ﬂuid-contacting neurons in the spinal cords of many
adult vertebrates (Dale et al., 1987b; Vigh et al., 1983). However, to our
knowledge, embryonic KAs have so far been described only in
amphibian and ﬁsh species (Bernhardt et al., 1992; Dale et al.,
1987b; Roberts, 2000; Roberts and Clarke, 1982). Therefore, one
possible explanation for why gata2, gata3 and scl are not expressed in
a second more ventral domain in amniotes, is that these vertebrates
may not have KA neurons at the stages of embryonic development
that have been examined to date.
Recently, it has been suggested that there are two subsets of KAs in
zebraﬁsh: KA′ and KA″ (Park et al., 2004). These were deﬁned on the
basis of whether they express GFP in Tg(olig2:egfp) embryos and on
their dorsal-ventral location at 25 h. KA′ interneurons were deﬁned as
GFP-positive, GABA-positive cells that are found in row 2 and KA″interneurons were deﬁned as GFP-negative, GABA-positive cells that
are found in row 1 (Park et al., 2004). We have not determined
whether any of the ventral gata2/3 or scl-expressing cells co-express
GFP in Tg(olig2:egfp) embryos. However, as we observe these gata2/3
and scl-expressing KAs in both row 1 and row 2 at 24 h, it is likely that
these cells encompass both KA′ and KA″ interneurons.
Zebraﬁsh V2a and V2b cells develop into CiD and VeLD interneurons and
the functional properties of these cells are conserved with mammals
Prior to this study, the evidence that methods of spinal interneuron
speciﬁcation are highly conserved from bony ﬁsh to amniotes was
mainly from studies of En1-expressing V1 neurons. To date, the data
on En1-expressing V1 neurons suggests that both their functional
properties and their method of speciﬁcation have been highly
conserved — although in amniotes, which have evolved a more
complex repertoire of movements, these neurons diversify during
later development into several more specialized sub-classes of related
neurons (Alvarez et al., 2005; Gosgnach et al., 2006; Goulding and
Pfaff, 2005; Higashijima et al., 2004b; Lewis, 2006; Li et al., 2004; Sapir
et al., 2004). Prior to this study, it was unclear whether this high
degree of conservation extended to other neuronal populations in the
spinal cord. Until very recently, the only known functional character-
istics of vertebrate V2 cells, were those described for V2a cells in
zebraﬁsh (Kimura et al., 2006). In this paper we demonstrate that
zebraﬁsh V2b cells have a very similar ipsilateral descending axonal
Fig. 9. Model of V2 cell development. A schematic model of how Notch signalling
regulates V2a and V2b cell development in zebraﬁsh embryos and which transcription
factors are expressed by different V2 cell populations at particular stages of their
development. lhx3 and gata2 are initially expressed by all V2 cells in the early stages of
their differentiation. As V2 cells separate into V2a and V2b cells, lhx3 expression is
downregulated in V2b cells and gata2 is downregulated in V2a cells. At this stage scl
and gata3 start to be expressed in V2b cells and chx10 starts to be expressed in V2a cells.
Notch signalling is ﬁrst required to prevent all of the progenitor cells precociously
differentiating. It is then also required for the speciﬁcation of V2b cells. In wild-type
embryos equal numbers of V2a and V2b cells form, probably through a process of lateral
inhibition. In mib mutants that lack Notch signalling, excess V2 cells form and all V2
cells differentiate as V2a cells.
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excitatory, V2b cells are inhibitory.
Extending our results to other animal models, recent analyses in
mouse suggest that the morphological and neurotransmitter pheno-
types of V2 cells may be conserved between zebraﬁsh and mammals.
Lundfald et al. were only able to examine cell morphology in 10–20%
of mouse V2 cells, but the vast majority of these cells had descending
axons (Lundfald et al., 2007). They also found that most mouse V2a
cells were glutamatergic (although, as in zebraﬁsh, a very small
percentage were glycinergic). Again, consistent with our results in
zebraﬁsh, most mouse V2b cells were inhibitory (GABAergic or
glycinergic). Further analysis in postnatal mice conﬁrms that V2a
and V2b interneurons persist in roughly equal numbers, that just over
half of V2 cells are excitatory and that at least some of the remaining
V2 cells are inhibitory (Al-Mosawie et al., 2007).
vsx1 and chx10 are probably expressed by the same V2a cells
Our results show that in wild-type embryos, only a subset of chx10-
expressing V2a cells co-express vsx1 and vice versa. However, we have
also shown that vsx1-expressing cells are found in the V2 domain, that
they co-express lhx3 but not gata3, gata2 or scl and that at least the vast
majority of them are excitatory. Furthermore, in mib mutants both the
numbers of chx10-expressing cells and vsx1-expressing cells are
dramatically increased. Taken together, these results strongly suggest
that vsx1-expressing cells are, like chx10-expressing cells, V2a cells.
These results suggest two possibilities: either vsx1 and chx10 are
expressed by different, but overlapping subsets of V2a cells, or they
are expressed in the same cells but in a temporally distinct manner.
The former possibility is intriguing given that morphologically similar
but functionally distinct ipsilateral excitatory interneurons have
recently been described in the tadpole spinal cord (Li et al., 2007).
However, we favour the second hypothesis for several reasons. Firstly,
vsx1 is clearly expressed before chx10 in the V2 domain. Secondly, a
signiﬁcant number of cells do co-express vsx1 and chx10 in wild-type
embryos. Thirdly, fewer vsx1-expressing cells than gata2/3-expressingcells co-express neurotransmitter markers at 24 h (Fig. 6), suggesting
that vsx1 expression is downregulated in at least some cells as they
differentiate. Finally, inmibmutants the number of cells co-expressing
chx10 and vsx1 is greatly increased and there is a clear rostral–caudal
distribution of chx10 and vsx1 expression (Fig. 8L). All of these
observations are consistent with a temporally distinct pattern of
expression for the two genes, where vsx1 is initially expressed in V2a
cells and is then downregulated as these cells start to express chx10. If
this model is correct, it would explain why in wild-type embryos
(where cells form gradually over time) only a subset of cells co-express
these two genes but in mib mutants (where most V2a cells at a
particular rostal-caudal position differentiate at the same time) many
more co-expressing cells are observed. Intriguingly, it has recently
been shown that Chx10 directly represses vsx1 expression in the
retina of both mouse and zebraﬁsh embryos (Clark et al., 2007),
suggesting a possible mechanism by which this temporal change in
V2a cells from vsx1 expression to chx10 expression might occur.
vsx1 is expressed before other V2 domain transcription factors
The expression of vsx1 is unusual in that it is expressed earlier than
any of the other genes expressed by V2a or V2b cells. One possible
explanation for this early expression could be that there is a distinct
population of vsx1-expressing primary V2a interneurons that develop
prior to later forming vsx1-expressing secondary V2a interneurons and
gata2, gata3 and scl-expressing V2b interneurons. Zebraﬁsh, like other
anamniote vertebrates, have both early-developing primary spinal
neurons and later-developing secondary spinal neurons (Kimmel and
Westerﬁeld,1990). Primary neurons are often large, few in number, born
during gastrulation and undergo axogenesis during the ﬁrst day of
development (Kimmel and Westerﬁeld, 1990; Myers et al., 1986).
Secondary neurons are usually smaller, more numerous, born later
(Appel et al., 2001; Kimmel et al., 1994; Myers et al., 1986) and typically
have ﬁner axons than primary neurons (Kimmel andWesterﬁeld, 1990).
However, this primary and secondary distinction is best understood for
motoneurons and it is currently unclear whether it also applies to
interneurons. So far, the only interneurons for which a primary/
secondary distinction has been described are CoPA and CoSA interneur-
ons. These were classiﬁed as primary and secondary respectively by
Bernhardt et al. (1990) because they have similar soma locations and
axon trajectories, but CoSA interneurons have smaller somata and
thinner axons, aremore numerous and appear to extend their axons later
and over a longer period of time than CoPAs. However, some VeLDs and
CiDs also extend axons and become electrically active at early develop-
mental stages (Bernhardt et al., 1990; 1992; Kuwada et al., 1990; Saint-
Amant and Drapeau, 2001), raising the possibility that primary and
secondary V2 interneurons might also exist. Consistent with this idea,
Kimura et al. distinguished two subpopulations of chx10-expressing V2a
cells (CiDs). Early forming CiDs have larger cells bodies, migrate dorsally
and are more likely to be involved in stronger movements (escape
behaviour and fast swimming), whereas later-forming CiDs remainmore
ventral in the spinal cord and at least some of these cells are involved in
weaker movements (slower swimming) (Kimura et al., 2006). Therefore,
it is possible that the earliest forming vsx1-expressing cells correspond to
these larger dorsal CiDs and that these are primary V2a cells. However,
we currently have no corresponding evidence to suggest that there may
be primary V2b cells. None of the V2b-speciﬁc transcription factors are
expressed as early as vsx1 and we have not observed any obvious size
differences between the early and later-forming VeLDs.
Speciﬁcation of V2b cells requires Notch signalling
Our results also demonstrate that Notch signalling is necessary for
two different types of V2 cells to be generated. In the absence of Notch
signalling, inhibitory V2b cells do not form and excess excitatory V2a
cells are produced (Figs. 8 and 9). The most parsimonious explanation
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V2b cells have, in the absence of Notch signalling, developed into V2a
cells. Notch signalling has also been implicated in other examples of
intermingled, yet molecularly-distinct, populations of spinal cord cells
being generated from a common progenitor domain (Mizuguchi et al.,
2006; Shin et al., 2007; Yeo and Chitnis, 2007). For example, Notch
signalling is required for the correct generation of dILA and dILB cells
from the dP4/dP5 progenitor domain after dI4 and dI5 cells have
differentiated. However, in this case, Notch activity is required for the
excitatory dILB cells to form (Mizuguchi et al., 2006).
While our Notch signalling results are broadly consistent with recent
mouse studies (Del Barrio et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2007), there are some
important differences.Most notably, the dramatic increase in the number
of V2a cells that occurs in zebraﬁsh mib mutants was not observed in
mouse Presinilin1 mutants (Peng et al., 2007) or mouse Notch1 mutants
(Del Barrio et al., 2007). In zebraﬁshmibmutants, not only do all V2 cells
differentiate as V2a cells, but many more V2 cells form, presumably
because all of theV2domainprogenitor cells precociously differentiate as
V2 neurons (Fig. 9). However in mouse Presinilin1 mutants (Peng et al.,
2007) andmouseNotch1mutants (Del Barrio et al., 2007) the number of
V2a cells is atmost doubled. This suggests that thesemutations primarily
affect the decision between V2a and V2b cells but that they do not alter
the regulation of how many progenitor cells differentiate into V2 cells.
This could be explained if someNotch signalling remains in both of these
mouse mutations. Consistent with this hypothesis, the mouse Notch1
mutant is a conditional null created using Nestin-Cre, which means that
Notch signalling is only abrogated after E10.5 (Del Barrio et al., 2007). In
addition, thePresinilin1mutants have a less severe phenotype than either
zebraﬁsh mib mutants or mouse Notch1 mutants. In Presinilin1 mutant
mice, the number of V1 cells and motor neurons is unchanged while the
number of Evx1-expressing V0 neurons is only slightly increased. In
contrast, all three of these cell populations are dramatically increased in
zebraﬁshmibmutants (Jiang et al., 1996; Lewis et al., 2005; unpublished
information Batista, Schulte and Lewis; Schier et al.,1996b) and inmouse
Notch1mutants, V1 andV0 cells are increased, although to a lesser extent
(Yang et al., 2006). This suggests that both the Presinilin1mousemutants
and, to a lesser extent, the mouse Notch1 mutants retain some Notch
signalling and that, therefore, not all of the progenitor cells precociously
differentiate in these mutant embryos. However, in contradiction to this
hypothesis, Del Barrio et al. report that the ventricular zone is lost in
conditional Notch1 mutant mice (Del Barrio et al., 2007) and an earlier
study has shown that expression of several progenitor domain
transcription factors is severely downregulated by E11.5 in thesemutants
(Yang et al., 2006). Taking these results into account, it is surprising that a
more dramatic increase in V2a cells is not seen in the mouse mutants.
Consistent with the mouse data, we ﬁnd that Notch signalling acts
before gata2 expression has been downregulated in V2a cells and
before scl and gata3 expression is initiated in V2b cells (Figs. 8 and 9).
The vast majority of scl and gata3-expressing V2b cells are lost in mib
mutants, whereas the number of gata2-expressing V2 cells is initially
expanded and then lost as these cells all differentiate into V2a cells. In
contrast to Peng et al. (2007), who also described gata3 and scl
expression in mib mutants, a small number of cells expressing gata2,
gata3 and scl remain in the most ventral part of the zebraﬁsh spinal
cord (rows 1 and 2) in our experiments. These are likely to be KA′
neurons, which are dramatically reduced in number – but not
eliminated – inmib mutants (Shin et al., 2007; Yeo and Chitnis, 2007).
The retention of a few KA′ neurons is also consistent with the fact that a
small number of very ventral GABAergic cells persist in mib mutants
(Fig. 8H), as KA neurons are GABAergic (Bernhardt et al., 1992).
Speciﬁcation of V2b cells does not require a common lineage with V2a
cells
Earlier work on Notch signalling and V2 cells was not able to
determine whether V2a and V2b interneurons are sibling cells thatarise by asymmetric cell division from the same precursor cell or
whether these cell fates arise from different precursors within the
same progenitor domain. For example, Peng et al. demonstrated that
Lhx3-expressing cells go on to form both V2a and V2b cells and in a
similar manner, Del Barrio et al. showed that Foxn4-expressing cells
develop into both V2a and V2b cells (Del Barrio et al., 2007; Peng et al.,
2007). However, in the absence of individual cell lineage experiments
these results do not establish whether the same Lhx3/Foxn4-expres-
sing progenitor cell divides to produce both a V2a and a V2b
interneuron, or whether these two cell fates are produced from
different Lhx3/Foxn4-expressing progenitors. Distinguishing between
these two possibilities is important for determining themechanism by
which Notch signalling speciﬁes V2b cells. If V2a and V2b cells arise
from the same precursor, then Notch signalling may specify V2b cells
through an asymmetric inheritance mechanism. However, if V2a and
V2b cells arise from different precursors, Notch signalling is more
likely to be acting through lateral inhibition to specify V2b cells.
While our results do not directly address this question, earlier fate-
mapping studies of the zebraﬁsh spinal cord shed some light on this
issue. In lineage studies, where an individual neural plate cell was
labelled at 10–10.3 h and its progeny later identiﬁed, Park et al. (2004)
identiﬁed 2 clones that contained a VeLD interneuron and 4 clones that
contained a CiD interneuron. In both cases, VeLDs and CiDs were found
in shared lineageswithmotoneurons andKAneurons, but noneof these
clones containedbothaVeLDand aCiDneuron (Park et al., 2004).While
these experiments do not rule out the possibility that some VeLDs and
CiDsmay be sibling cells, it demonstrates that VeLDs and CiDs can form
from different progenitors. This suggests that Notch signalling is
unlikely to be specifying VeLDs through an asymmetric inheritance
mechanism and it is more likely to be acting through lateral inhibition.
Conclusions
Taken together, our data not only identiﬁes the major functional
characteristics of V2b spinal interneurons, but it also suggests that
both the speciﬁcation and functional characteristics of V2 cells are
highly conserved between vertebrates. In this paper, we demonstrate
that zebraﬁsh V2b cells develop into inhibitory VeLD neurons, in
contrast to zebraﬁsh V2a cells, which develop into excitatory CiD
neurons (Kimura et al., 2006). This is consistent with very recent
mouse data, which suggests that mouse V2 cells probably also develop
into both excitatory and inhibitory neurons with ipsilateral descend-
ing axon trajectories (Al-Mosawie et al., 2007; Lundfald et al., 2007). In
addition, we have shown that both V2a and V2b cells express the same
transcription factors in zebraﬁsh as they do in amniotes and that
Notch signalling is required for the speciﬁcation of zebraﬁsh V2b cells
(VeLDs) (this report; Del Barrio et al., 2007; Karunaratne et al., 2002;
Muroyama et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2002; Zhou et al.,
2000). In combination with previous data on V1 cells (Alvarez et al.,
2005; Gosgnach et al., 2006; Higashijima et al., 2004b; Li et al., 2004;
Sapir et al., 2004), these observations strongly suggest that, at least in
the ventral spinal cord, cell speciﬁcation and resulting neuronal
circuitry are highly conserved between simpler anamniote and more
complex amniote spinal cords.
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